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The Oppliger family in the
streets of Tel Aviv, in the
proximity of KitePride and
the red light district.
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Our mission here in Tel Aviv, Israel is one big balancing act between head
and heart.
Our goal is to create a business that is both profitable and social however
these two things are often conflicting and paradoxical. In order to become
economically sustainable, employee productivity needs to be at the forefront
but being a social business that is absolutely not our criteria for employment.
The physical, emotional and mental capacity of the employees we choose
to give a second chance to in life is unstable – affecting employee and financial productivity. Our social business is all about people empowerment
– employing the marginalized – survivors of human trafficking and prostitution. Our employees come with their own rich story of triumph, power, trauma
and complexities. As you can imagine, these contributing factors affect productivity, efficiency, economic sustainability and stability.
Our Dilemma
Our social business is not yet sustainable due to the factors mentioned
above. As well, due to the complex Israeli bureaucracy our social enterprise hasn’t been able to receive funding. The financial gaps that we have
to deal with such as irregular work breaks, mental capacity and focus ability are challenging and stressful. However hard the financial strain is on
the company – the employment of our employees is the pillar of why we
exist. Our employees for the first time in their life have a job where they
feel empowered, secure and loved. The pride on their faces when they
are able to pay outstanding debts with dignified money is priceless and
worth the financial upheaval.
It really is difficult to stay afloat but our Tel Aviv based social business
prides itself in our products – upcycled bags. Each bag is one of a kind,
sewn with precision and love. Our bags are sold to both end use consumers and to businesses – shipping locally and globally. This past March, we
proudly supplied our bags to 15 companies – adding them to our list of
growing corporate customers. Upon the list of companies are General
Motors, Microsoft and Tel Aviv startup Wix.

A few weeks ago the tragic death of one of our latest employees, who
had a completely surprising relapse from an overdose, sent us all into a
state of shock and mourning. She left two daughters, 16 and 21. The family
visited KitePride a few days after the funeral. With tears in their eyes they
said to us that they were overjoyed that their loved one was able to work
with us the last months of her life. They added that they had never seen
so much love, empathy, warmth and a family atmosphere in a company.
This feedback left us wanting to do more and employ more helpless individuals, but the balancing act is hard. How can we become economically
sustainable in order to employ more and grow? How can we save and
cover costs? Do we keep employing marginalized people and accept the
challenge of bridging the financial gaps through fundraising or do we replace some of them with professionals in the field? This remains the balancing act.
As of now, in order to keep going and to continue to employ our employees –
offering them safe rehabilitation employment, we are dependent on global
donations and sponsorship.
So from the bottom of our hearts, thank you very much for your continued support, loyalty and faithful giving. Thanks to your generosity you are
helping us help former exploited and abused people and you are boosting them into a new, independent and dignified life.
Kind regards and blessings from Israel

Tabea & Matthias Oppliger
Co-founders / Leaders of GlowbalAct
& social business KitePride, Tel Aviv (IL)

Born and raised in Lod, I am the middle child of 7 brothers.
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As far as I can remember, my parents were always fighting and
arguing. My father had a militant personality and nothing and
no-one was ever good enough. He was always screaming and
lashing out at us. As you can imagine, home was not a pleasant
environment. School was my safe place and I excelled however, at the age of 14, I left. My father wanted me to work and
earn my keep. As much money as I would bring home, it was
never enough and the berating was constant. I couldn’t take it any
longer. At the age of 16, I left home.
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Fast forward a few years, I got into a relationship which would dictate the
next few years of my life. This man, the man whom I thought I loved brought
me into the world of prostitution. Everyday was torture. Every cent I earned,
he took for himself. I was penniless and hopeless. After a while, I got the
courage to take some money for myself, hiding it in a safe place. I would send
this money home to my mother so she could buy herself the things my father
never bought her. It was like this for 2 years until I met my first husband at 18.

«Every cent I earned, he took for himself.»
I then left the world of prostitution, however it wasn’t better. This man, my
husband, would beat and torture me. One day, I woke up in hospital as he
had stabbed me in the stomach after suspecting me of cheating.
At the age of 21, I remarried a nurse – the sweet Lebanese nurse who helped
me whilst I was in hospital. We married civilly just after Operation Peace of
the Galilee, however, shortly after my world once again crumbled. My newly
proclaimed husband was sent back to Lebanon where he was imprisoned
for treason.

Mika’s neighbourhood she found
herself in for a very long time; the
redlight district in South Tel Aviv.

At the age of 23 I realized I had nothing to my name and was being exploited
by everyone. I wanted to take my life into my own hands. I went back to what
I knew – working at the notorious Tel Baruch as a street prostitute. I slowly

INITIATIVE 2021–2023
FOR WOMAN LIKE MIKA
Mika is one of the first women participating in the Initiative 2021–2023. This
project is part of GlowbalAct’s collaboration with the Israeli government and
plans to rehabilitate and job place up to 100 survivors in the next three years.
For the first time in their life these individuals will be able to lead an independent life free from debts, earning their salary with dignity and honor.
The Israeli government is covering 49 % of the project cost. GlowbalAct is
responsible for fundraising the other 51 %. Not only this new project requires
funding, also the ongoing rehabilitation cost in our social business require
donations.
Can we count on you to support us in our expanded mission to reach
more individuals?

Mission Possible
Every single dollar counts. Actually it is matched and doubled by
the Israeli government. 208 CHF
per month help us help one survivor to a new on the job training. Your decision to sponsor an
employee is also a partnership
with GlowbalAct and KitePride
and guarantees the funding for
the Initiative 2021–2023.

gained ‘power’ and made a name for myself. I was earning a lot of money
and managed to buy an apartment in Tel Aviv. Unfortunately though, I lost
this apartment due to bad decisions and being taken advantage of…once
again. At this point, work was scarce and I found myself living in the central
bus station. A year ago, I was violently beaten by a client resulting in broken
ribs, a fractured skull and facial damage. Until this point, I had never used
drugs and had a clean record with the police. However, I turned to drugs.
I needed drugs to help with my growing anxiety and lack of sleep. I lost a
lot of weight and my situation worsened. I was still sane enough to realize
I needed help.

“Since I have been at GlowbalAct, I have never once
thought of going back to the world of prostitution.”
I am now receiving mental health rehabilitation and enrolled in a job training course operated by GlowbalAct. GlowbalAct has given me real hope.
I am not made to feel worthless and looked down upon. I feel as though I
am in a safe environment with people who really care, love and believe in
me. For the first time in my life, I have the drive to go forward. Within the last
month, I have gained 7kg which has amazed all doctors. Every day at GlowbalAct we eat a homemade nutritious meal together – as a family. GlowbalAct has also connected me to a social bank where I have been able to settle most of my debt and for the first time in my life, I feel as though there is a
bright future waiting for me. Through the connection made by GlowbalAct,
I will soon be living in a public house and no longer sleeping in the central
bus station. Since I have been at GlowbalAct, I have never once thought of
going back to the world of prostitution. That world is behind me. Every day I
wake up energized and excited to finally start my new life with the prospect
of a dignified job in sight.

“For the first time in my life, I have the drive
to go forward.”

IN BETWEEN ROCKETS,
BOMB SHELTERS AND WORK
The past few days have been a
whirlwind of heightened emotions
and a constant “fight flight” state of
being. I have been living in Israel for
six and a half yeas and until now, I
have experienced only one other
rocket bombardment but nothing
compares to this. The last rocket attack was November 2019. I remember watching the intercepted rockets and being completely fascination
by the iron dome. However, this time
it is completely different.
The first round of attacks happened
on Tuesday night, May 11, 2021. The
attack didn’t come as a complete
surprise however, no-one could be
ready for what was to come. The siren that blares ‘run for shelter’ is the
same alarm that goes off on Holocaust Remembrance Day, Israel Remembrance Day of the fallen soldiers and Israel Independence Day.
As you can imagine, when the siren
blares, it takes a second to realize
what is happening. That night, hundreds of rockets were intercepted
and the sky looked like a Star Wars
scene. If only thats what it was….
When the alarm goes off, here in Tel
Aviv you have 90 seconds to run for
cover. Oh let me tell you, we RAN.

Together as a family, we ran to the
bomb shelter in our apartment and
waited. The loud and hollow sounds
of explosions seemed to go on forever. Whenever a rocket is intercepted by the iron dome, two rockets are fired in order to intercept,
so as you can imagine the sounds
shake you to a core. The booms are
followed by a shake to the building all while you have no idea if the
boom was an intercepted sound or
the sound of a rocket landing. Our
youngest daughter Liora clung to me
shaking – constantly asking if this
was the end – if we were going to die.
Our middle son repeated over and
over again that God would save us.
Most apartments in Israel are built
with a bomb shelter room. However,
if you don’t have one, you run to the
building staircase where you take
cover, meeting your neighbours and
greeting them with small chat in order to keep spirits high. That night
we sought refuge in our bomb shelter twice however on the third siren,
we decided to move all of our mattresses and sleep the night there.
Our two younger kids truly panicked
and it took all of my mental strength
to calm them down. Within a few days

Waiting in the bomb shelter

| The Iron Dome intercepting rockets over Tel Aviv (picture: Anas Baba/AFP)

Israel has been bombarded with
thousands of rockets by the terrorist unit Hamas.
The conflict is very complicated and
we am not here to hold a political debate. However, facts are that the situation adds to the exceeding levels
of stress both at home and work on
top of an already strenuous financial
year due to COVID. Fear, uncertainty,
lack of operating public transportation and other factors are holding
our employees back from coming to
work. Sales events have been canceled, workshop events have been
cancelled, walk in local traffic and
the bus loads of visiting tourists has
ceased. The uncertainty has spiked
and the foreseeable normal is unknown. Having miraculously been
able to stay afloat during a global
pandemic, the current state has only
intensified our dwindling mental capacity and financial situation.
During times of crisis, it requires immense emotional, mental strength
and energy to lead children, ex-

tended family and employees. It requires wisdom, understanding and
faith. The emotional, mental and financial weight weighing down
keeps me up at night. I ponder the
seemingly easier option of packing up our belongings and leaving.
However, these thoughts are quickly
overturned in my head as my love for
these people, my family and God is
far greater than anything else. The
thing that keeps us going is the immense support, prayers, encouraging words and donations of supports like yourselves. It is your support, your likes on social media and
your online purchases that reminds
us why we are here and truly gives
us the encouraging strength to continue. Your likes, messages and purchases do not go unnoticed.
So, from the bottom of our hearts –
thank you for giving us the ability
and the strength to be able to provide for our employees when they
most need it.
Tabea and Matthias Oppliger

SPONSOR AN EMPLOYEE
SPONSORSHIP FUND
With the support of our sponsors we can overcome past
trauma and help our employees to become independent,
whole and competent.

Where your sponsorship is making the difference:

Our gift to you.

Sign up

When you commit to

I WANT TO BECOME
A SPONSOR
AND HELP PEOPLE BE FREE
FROM EXPLOITATION.

sponsoring an employee
for at least one year
($30/month), you receive
a unique KitePride bag

www.glowbalact.com/sponsorship

with a personalised
card from one of our
employees.

EDUCATION
With your help we develop skills, expand trade knowledge
and financial education. The training happens both in classrooms and actual on the job training.

Please sign up online
or take a picture of your contacts
below and email to:
sponsorship@glowbalact.com

My donation per month USD

HEALTH
Your sponsorship helps cover unexpected health expenses.
Including referrals to doctors, dentists, counselling and more.

COACHING

$ 30

($ 360 per year)

$ 50
$ 100
$ 208

($ 600 per year)
($ 1200 per year)
($ 2500 per year*)

Name (First and Last)

Your support helps provide professional supervision, one
on one coaching and legal counsel. Our team consists of
occupational therapists and social workers.

E-mail
Street and Nr.

FOOD

Zip Code. Location

We provide a hot lunch meal, daily, with the goal of fostering
a family atmosphere. Nutrition education and eating together
is a therapeutic method many have never experienced.

Country
Phone

Sponsorship:
information
and registration

Date and signature
* = full recovery cost for one person per year
in our 24-month program

PRODUCTS
THAT CHANGE LIVES.
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KitePride provides jobs in a safe environment
to men and women exiting forced prostitution
and helps them reintegrate into society
and the market place.
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WALLET & KEYCHAIN

DRAWSTRING BAG

| SHOPPER

GRANDE TOTE

| FANNY PACK

Also available:
Read the inspiring story
behind KitePride

Have a look
into a modern Israel

#NOFILTER
Tabea Oppliger

MILK & HONEY
Tabea Oppliger

YOUR CONTRIBUTION IS MAKING AN IMPACT.

ORDERING
KITEPRIDE
PRODUCTS

Israel and International:

www.kitepride.com
Switzerland:
www.fontis-shop.ch/kitepride

• DONATIONS BY BANK TRANSFER ($)
Bank: Credit Suisse, 8070 Zürich
IBAN: CH49 0483 5139 7860 2200 1
BIC/SWIFT: CRESCHZZ80A
Account Nr.: 0835-1397860-22-1
Beneficiary: Verein/NGO glowbalact
CH-8117 Fallanden, Switzerland

• DONATIONS BY BANK TRANSFER (ILS)
Bank Leumi le Israel B.M.
Brudezky 43, Tel Aviv, Israel
IBAN: il850108330000061809220
BIC/SWIFT: LUMIILIT833
Account Nr.: 61809220
Beneficiary: Hope Center, Post Box 39283,
6139201 Tel Aviv, Israel

• DONATIONS BY BANK TRANSFER (CHF)
Bank: Credit Suisse, 8070 Zürich
IBAN: CH13 0483 5139 7860 2100 0
BIC/SWIFT: CRESCHZZ80A
Account Nr.: 1397860-21
Beneficiary: Verein/NGO glowbalact
CH-8117 Fallanden, Switzerland

Germany:
www.fontis-shop.de/kitepride
About insight:
Editorial: Verein GlowbalAct | 8117 Fällanden | Switzerland
+41 (0) 44 534 65 30 | info@glowbalact.com
www.glowbalact.com

pictures: GlowbalAct/kitepride, unsplash.com
design: martingrafik.ch

